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      Probability  density  function  dynamics  and its  heavy-tailed    

         asymptotics  (invariant   pdf)   induced by: 

 

   -  Lévy  flights  -  hint:  gradient  perturbations of   symmetric    stable  

      and (quasi-) relativistic   noise generators 

 

   -  Lévy-Schrödinger  semigroups  -  hints:  additive   perturbations  of     

      nonlocal   noise generators, Schrödinger’s   boundary   data  problem 

 

   -  Wiener noise  -  hints:  specific  gradient  perturbations of  the  Laplacian,     

      logarithmic potentials,  heavy-tailed  asymptotics of diffusion processes    

    

   -  Pseudo-differential   QM  - hints:  analytic    continuation in time,    

      holomorfic  semigroups,   unitary  dynamics,  pseudo-differential   

      spectral problems,  ground state induced  jump-type  process  
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 Lévy  flights,  Lévy semigroups  and  fractional quantum mechanics 
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     Gradient  perturbations   of noise generators:  standards  

First Kolmogorov eq.  

Second Kolmogorov eq.   

This equation determines the time evolution of  pdfs  (given, the  initial data)   

J. Math. Phys. (1999), (2000) 



  Brownian (Wiener noise)  detour   
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Gradient perturbation  of  

Fokker-Planck equation 

Diffusion generator  

       (Additive perturbation of the Laplacian) 

Another form of the compatibility condition 

Typical values  of D:  
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We can relate the  semigroup  kernel  and the transition density  by means of Doob’s type 

multiplicative  transformation     

Gradient and additive perturbations of the Laplacian  induce   the same  

pattern of  dynamical  behavior  of  the pdf    

Semigroup kernel  vs transition density  
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Eigenfunction expansions – the  classics: heat   kernel  and Mehler’s kernel 

the familiar heat kernel 

Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process 
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Wherein   Lévy-Schrödinger  semigroups  ? 

Bernstein vs Markovian, c.f.  J-C.  Zambrini (1986-7) 
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Targeted stochasticity  as a   specialized version of the Schrödinger  boundary 

data problem:  given a predefined  pdf      , , ; ask whether   it can be interpreted  

as  a  unique  asymptotic  invariant  pdf  for  each meber in the  variety of  

inequivalent   Markovian  processes  (to be pre-selected  as well)  ? 

Useful concept,  to be exploited later: 
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Additive perturbation  via    Doobs’-type transformation 

replace by  

If a contractive semigroup                     is involved ! 

Vilela Mendes (1996) 

Brockmann/Sokolov (2002) 
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„Rough”    conceptual  guide:  Cauchy  semigroup  

J. Math. Phys. (1999) 
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Targeted stochasticity  

Response to external potentials (physicist’s  view) 

c.f. Doob’s   h-transform 

Langevin    (SDE)  scenario 

Incompatible ! 
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The  Belik and Brockmann (2007) attractivity or  salience field   s(x)   is  identical  with    

our invariant   pdf           ,   while  in the  explicit  Boltzmann-Gibbs form ! 

        Pictorial intuitions (physics) concerning   Lèvy semigroups:                         

Lèvy  processes  in inhomogeneous media  and  thermal equilibrium  

 Gibbs-Boltzmann equilibria are incompatible with the Langevin  (SDE) modeling of Lèvy flights  



(V. Stephanovich –coll. (2010)) 15 

Cauchy driver:   invariant   density  and  stochastic targeting  

    (Set  λ=1   where necessary  !)   

Cauchy semigroup with the same   (Cauchy pdf)  target  

Ornstein-Uhlenbeck-Cauchy  process 

The potential is bounded from below and above  –   

„weak confinement”, no  pdf moments  in existence. 
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OUC and semigroup -induced dynamics  with the  Cauchy  target     

Cauchy driver:   targeted stochasticity  in the  time domain 

Topological means semigroup-induced  



Invariant density 
Langevin  drift  

Semigroup potential 

Cauchy driver:  targeted stochasticity  in the  time domain  (confined noise)  
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Topological means semigroup-induced  
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Direct   semigroup inference:  Cauchy oscillator and  

    the ground  state –induced  jump-type   process  

Full spectral problem,   c. f.   Physica A 389, 4419, (2010)  and    Małecki and Lörinczi (2011) 
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- asymptotic decay of eigenfunctions 
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Langevin drift Lévy- 

„Reverse engineering”  for the Cauchy  oscillator                     .  Langevin  route          

F-P equation 

(Eliazar and Klafter  (2003)) 
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Confinement hierarchy  -  case study of a diffusion-type alternative  
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Dynamical semigroup reconstruction Langevin  drift reconstruction 

That was  about  jump-type  processes. What  about  diffusion-type     

alternative,   with  the Gibbs-Boltzmann   ansatz implicit,  e.g.   

V(x)  ~ Logarithmic potentials  

(jump-type  process)  
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Abnormal (heavy-tailed) asymptotics 

of diffusion-type  processes 

An equivalent semigroup  dynamics  does exist ! 

OUC invariant pdf  
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Diffusive scenario:   Wiener driver,   

Note !   Cauchy pdf is a target 

Langevin-jumps (OUC) 

Semigroup-jumps 

diffusion 
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Fractional quantum mechanics (rather  dynamics  only):  

                  „deeply condensed matter”  
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      Free fractional evolution with  the 1D   Cauchy driver  

Enhanced delocalization: dynamically developed bimodality of the pdf  

s = t 
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Radial dependence of the pdf for 3D Cauchy  driver  

Pdfs  dynamical  decay through 

decaying heavy tails  

s = t 
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Instead of a summary:  some (minor ?) quieries/problems  

Lévy  flights  - well explored,  sample path properties and  Markovianess  isues are  

amenable to analytic and  numerical methods   

Lévy-Schrödinger  semigroups – the  induced pdf dynamics needs further exploration, no 

rigorous results about X(t), sample path properties   basically unknown (work in progress with 

a  numerical assistance) , Markovianess not necessarily obvious, albeit seemingly valid   

Heavy-tailed  asymptotics of diffusion-type processes – not obvious  whether  valid for 

arbitrary  (not generic !)   initial data,   possible  (unexplored)   problems with known 

lower/upper  bounds for solutions of  parabolic equations e.g.  text-book  „properties of 

solutions of the Fokker-Planck equation”.   Support coming from the semigroup reformulation  

Pseudo-differential   QM – spectral problems are hard, only a limited number of solvable 

cases (stability of matter issues are well developed, not mentioned here).   Scarse analytic 

form of   ground states  The induced pdf dynamics is realized in terms of jumps, with well 

defined jump kernels.  No reliable  results on sample paths behavior.  Markovianess under 

scrutiny.   The ground-state  process   limited to an invariant measure ( normalized square   

of the  lowest positive eigenfunction), of no physical relevance beyond this regime. 


